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revision of 11-05-21 (the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: CENTRO STUDI NICOLETTI

Density of seat and back
Markets

Seat

Back

I

35 Medium

MOLLA PIUMA

GB

37 fire retardant

MOLLA PIUMA fire
retardant

Seat Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100%

Others

35 Medium

MOLLA PIUMA

polyester padding.

Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Back Padding: backrests in mollapiuma.

Coverings

Structure: structure in multilayer leaning on a shiny metal tube-shaped

frame, also available in satinized, graubraun, titanium or antique bronze
finish.

D - NL - CH
USA - California

Spring system: elastic webbing.

suggested

Removability: non-removable seat cover; loose backrest removable
cover.

thick leathers



thin elastic leathers



natural leathers



fabric



microfibre



not suggested

leather + split

not possible




DeLuxe
multi colour



multi-category



multi covering



Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

NEST_M

Feet

________

Ottoman

With the reservation of carrying for production purposes and without
advanced notices
modifications on the materials, coverings and
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the
production process tolerances.
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

L 78
H82 D77 SH43 SD50

version code

E24

Description

easy chair
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Multicolor (different colors belonging to the same material)



YES




1st color
SPLIT

LEATHER


2nd color



FABRIC


Multicover (combination of different materials)
NO

YES




1st cover

MICROFIBER


SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC

MICROFIBER

SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC

MICROFIBER

3rd color



SPLIT

LEATHER


2nd cover

NO



FABRIC


MICROFIBER


SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC

MICROFIBER

SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC

MICROFIBER

3rd cover

Multicategory (different categories belonging to the same
material)



YES
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